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Abstract
Objective—To determine risk factors for cardiac complications following total joint replacement
(TJR) surgery.
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Methods—We performed a case–control study of patients who had undergone a primary or
revision total knee or total hip replacement surgery. Cases consisted of those who received a TJR
and experienced a cardiac complication during the surgical admission period (myocardial
infarction [MI], congestive heart failure [CHF], unstable angina, arrhythmia, symptomatic
hypotension, or pulmonary embolus). Controls consisted of those who received a TJR and did not
experience a cardiac complication during the surgical admission period. Controls were matched to
the cases for age at surgery, year of surgery, and surgeon. Case and control status and
identification of potential risk factors were ascertained by review of medical records. Conditional
logistic regression analysis was used to identify independent predictors of cardiac complications.
Results—The sample included 209 cases and 209 controls. Factors associated with a higher risk
of cardiac complications included a history of arrhythmia (adjusted odds ratio [OR] 2.6 [95%
confidence interval (95% CI) 1.5–4.3]), a history of coronary artery disease, MI, CHF, or valvular
heart disease (OR 1.6 [95% CI 0.9–2.6]), revision surgery (OR 2.2 [95% CI 1.2–3.9]), and
bilateral surgery (adjusted OR 3.5 [95% CI 1.6–8.0]). Even though controls were matched for age
(within age brackets), age was still associated with a higher risk of cardiac complications (OR 1.7
[95% CI 0.9–3.4]).
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Conclusion—This case–control study identified 2 new risk factors for cardiac complications
following TJR: bilateral and revision surgery. The study also confirmed previously documented
risk factors, including older age at surgery and a history of arrhythmia and of other cardiac
problems. These findings should help clinicians anticipate and prevent cardiac complications
following TJR surgery.
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Morbidity and mortality due to cardiovascular disease are prevalent and costly for patients
undergoing noncardiac surgery. The current American College of Cardiology and American
Heart Association guidelines recommend the use of clinical predictors, surgical predictors,
and assessments of functional capacity to evaluate patients undergoing noncardiac surgery
(1).
A multifactorial index examining potential clinical predictors of cardiac risk was originally
proposed in 1977 and has since undergone further refinement (2–7). Surgical predictors of
outcome include the intrinsic risk of the surgical procedure, with vascular surgery
categorized as high risk, most orthopedic surgery as intermediate risk, and endoscopic
procedures as low risk (1). Previous studies did not distinguish higher risk from lower risk
orthopedic procedures. In the particular case of total joint arthroplasty, there is little
information on the risks of primary versus revision or bilateral procedures. Functional
capacity in patients undergoing joint replacement surgery is predictably poor (usually, <4
METS, or metabolic equivalents, a standardized measure of energy expenditure), making it a
suboptimal predictor of cardiac complications. Thus, while the literature on cardiac
complications associated with noncardiac procedures is rich, specific literature on cardiac
complications following total joint replacement (TJR) surgery is sparse.
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The acute mortality rate among inpatients after elective joint replacement surgery ranges
from 0.3% to 0.95% (8), with a 1-year mortality rate of ~2% (9). Acute mortality rates
following surgery for hip fracture are significantly higher (10). A population-based study of
patients undergoing elective, primary total knee replacement surgery documented a 0.8%
risk of myocardial infarction (MI) within 90 days of surgery (11). TJR surgery is now being
offered to older patients, and an increasing proportion of the procedures are complex, such
as revision surgery and bilateral joint replacement surgery. Older patients undergoing
noncardiac surgery have been noted to be at increased risk of developing postoperative
arrhythmias (12–15).
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While orthopedic procedures are not intrinsically high-risk, joint replacement surgery is
performed frequently. In 2004, more than 700,000 total hip and total knee replacement
surgeries were performed in US hospitals, with more than 60% performed in patients who
were ages 65 years and older (16). Thus, even if the risk of cardiovascular complications is
low in this group, the total number of patients who are at risk is very high, and efforts to
reduce cardiovascular risk are warranted. The purpose of this study was to evaluate factors
that contribute to cardiovascular risk in a select population of patients undergoing TJR
surgery. Our hypothesis was that traditional risk factors (such as a history of cardiac-related
conditions) put patients at risk of cardiac events, as do more complex, lengthy procedures,
such as bilateral and revision TJR surgeries.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Study design
We performed a nested case–control study of risk factors for cardiovascular complications
following total hip or total knee replacement surgeries.
Selection of patients
Patient population—Patients were eligible to be either cases or controls if they had
undergone elective total hip or total knee replacement surgery, whether primary or revision,
between November 1, 2001 and March 31, 2004 at the New England Baptist Hospital in
Boston. A total of 5,376 patients underwent elective primary or revision total hip or knee
replacement during this period.
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Identification of potential cases and controls—We used a 2-stage strategy to
identify cases and controls. The process is depicted in Figure 1. First, we used administrative
data to identify potential cases, which were patients who appeared to be at high risk of
having experienced cardiac complications. Potential cases had administrative codes
indicating that they had been referred to the telemetry unit or the intensive care unit, and had
International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) diagnosis codes indicating
arrhythmia, MI, unstable angina, congestive heart failure (CHF), or pulmonary embolus. In
addition, these patients had a procedure code indicating that the surgery was for a primary or
revision total knee or total hip replacement (codes 81.51, 81.53, 81.54, 81.55).
Controls for these 288 potential cases were selected from the pool of 5,376 patients who
underwent elective primary or revision total hip or knee replacement surgery during the
study period. Controls were matched to the cases according to surgeon (lowest-volume
surgeons were grouped together), age at the time of surgery (<50, 50–69, 70–79, ≥80 years),
and year of admission. Potential cases were not eligible to be chosen as controls. Cases
without a matched control were then matched according to the categories of surgeon and age
at surgery only. Cases remaining without a matched control were then matched according to
the category of surgeon only.
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Identification of definite cases and controls with the use of medical records—
We performed a detailed medical record review of the potential cases and their controls to
confirm their status as cases and controls. Of the 288 potential cases, 282 had records from
the inpatient admission available for chart abstraction, whereas records were available for
287 controls. The medical records of these 569 patients were abstracted by a physical
therapist (JG) who had extensive experience caring for patients following TJR and who was
trained specifically in the chart review technique. Outcomes and potential risk factors were
defined unambiguously directly on the medical record abstraction form. The abstractor
discussed any uncertainties with a cardiac nurse practitioner (DS), and any further concerns
were reviewed with 1 of 2 board certified cardiologists (FCB or GS).
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The medical record review documented the presence of cardiac complications, as well as the
presence of specific potential risk factors. A patient was deemed to have a cardiac
complication during the admission if the medical record provided evidence of any of the
following: MI, unstable angina, CHF, atrial or ventricular arrhythmia, or pulmonary
embolus. The arrhythmias required documentation with a rhythm strip or a full
electrocardiogram (EKG) tracing. Unstable angina required confirmation by the attending
physician. MI required confirmation by findings on EKG or on assessment of cardiac
enzyme levels. CHF required confirmation by radiography or the presence of an audible S3
gallop. Pulmonary embolus required confirmation by V̇/Q̇ scanning, high-resolution
computed tomography scanning, or angiography.
Risk factors, including preexisting medical conditions, were recorded as present if they were
documented by a physician or by a nursing note in the medical record. The source of this
information was a standard intake form administered by nursing personnel in the
preadmission test center that required uniform ascertainment of medical history and of
patient-recorded risk factors, such as smoking status.
After the detailed medical record review, 85 potential cases originally suspected of having a
cardiac complication based upon administrative data were found not to satisfy the criteria for
cardiac complications. These patients were therefore regarded as noncases and were
included in the pool of potential controls. Similarly, 12 patients who were initially presumed
to be controls based on administrative data were found to have had cardiac complications.
These patients were therefore reclassified as cases. A total of 209 patients were found by
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medical record review to have cardiac complications. These patients were retained as study
cases. All other chart-reviewed patients were placed into a control pool, and resampling was
performed based on the same system for matching controls that was used in phase I as
described above. The final sample consisted of 418 patients: 209 cases and 209 controls.
Assessment of potential risk factors
In addition to determining case status, the medical record review was also used to determine
the presence or absence of potential risk factors for cardiac complications. Several
categories of risk factors were ascertained: medical history, physical examination findings,
EKG results, and surgical procedure.
For the medical history, the medical record abstractor obtained information about a history
of hypertension, arrhythmia, MI, CHF, coronary artery bypass graft surgery, coronary
stenting, hyperlipidemia, diabetes (including whether insulin-dependent or not), chronic
lung disease, alcohol use, and tobacco use. The anesthesia note listed the American Society
of Anesthesiology (ASA) physical status category. We also obtained data on preoperative
medication use, including beta-blockers and other cardiac agents.
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For the physical examination findings, the patient’s height and weight were recorded, which
permitted the calculation of the body mass index (weight [in kg]/height [in m2]). We
recorded certain findings of the cardiac examination, such as an S3 gallop, but these were
documented infrequently and were therefore not analyzed.
For the EKG results, the preoperative EKG findings were shown on a computerized report
that listed abnormalities of rate, rhythm, and QRS complex. We divided the many possible
EKG abnormalities into rhythm abnormalities and abnormalities suggestive of myocardial
damage (e.g., Q waves, reduced voltage).
For the surgical procedure, the medical record confirmed whether the procedure was a hip or
knee replacement, whether it was a primary or revision procedure, and whether it was a
unilateral or bilateral procedure.
The medical record data were quite complete. For example, only 5 patients were missing
data on arrhythmia, 1 on MI, none on CHF, 3 on family history of coronary artery disease
(CAD), and none on bilateral or revision procedures.
Statistical analysis
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The goal of the analysis was to identify factors associated with cardiac complications during
the admission. We aggregated several of the preoperative potential predictors to yield
composite categories, providing more-stable estimates. For example, we created a category
for “any cardiac history” to include patients who had a history of any of the following: MI,
CHF, valvular disease, or arrhythmia. (These variables are intercorrelated, and hence,
examining them individually is inefficient.) Because of the paired nature of the data,
differences between cases and controls were evaluated with McNemar’s chi-square test in
univariate analyses and with conditional logistical regression in multivariate analyses.
We performed a sensitivity analysis in which only the pairs of cases and controls that were
not rematched after the medical record review were included. This analysis included 190
pairs of cases and controls and yielded results similar to those of the principal analysis;
hence, these results are not reported herein.
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Of the 209 pairs of cases and controls, 184 pairs (88%) were successfully matched for all 3
factors (age at surgery, surgeon, and year of surgery). Another 5% were matched only for
surgeon and age at surgery, and 7% were matched only for surgeon.
The mean ± SD age of the 418 patients was 71.4 ± 10.1 years; 55% of them were female,
and 96% were Caucasian. Twenty different surgeons operated on these patients, with the
number of patients per surgeon ranging from 2 to 65. Eighty percent of procedures were
primary arthroplasties, and 20% were revisions. Eleven percent were bilateral procedures,
and the remainder were unilateral. Overall, 49% were hip replacement surgeries and 51%
were knee replacement surgeries.
Each of the 209 cases experienced a cardiac event during the hospitalization. The individual
problems among these cases included arrhythmia in 70%, hypotension in 24%, unstable
angina in 8%, MI in 2%, CHF in 11%, death in 1%, and miscellaneous cardiac
complications in 3%.
Results of bivariate analysis
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Features of the cases and controls are shown in Table 1. There was no difference in the risk
of cardiac complications according to sex, body mass index, alcohol intake, diabetes, and
hypertension, hip versus knee surgery, or type of anesthesia. Factors associated with
complications included age >75 years, rhythm abnormality on preoperative EKG, revision
surgery, and bilateral surgery. Bone grafting was also associated with case status, but was
not included in the analysis because it correlated closely with revision surgery. Similarly,
higher ASA class was related to surgical complications, but this variable was not included in
the analysis because it incorporates several component variables, such as history of cardiac
problems. The use of COX-2 inhibitors and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs did not
differ between cases and controls. Approximately one-fourth of the cases and controls took
COX-2 inhibitors prior to surgery, and approximately one-fourth of each group took
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (Table 1). Aspirin use (data not shown) also did not
differ between cases and controls. The distributions of potential risk factors among cases
and controls and the crude odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) are
shown in Table 1.
Results of multivariate analysis
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The adjusted ORs from the multivariate conditional logistic regression analysis are also
shown in Table 1. These analyses demonstrated that age >75 years (OR 1.7 [95% CI 0.9–
3.4]), history of arrhythmia (OR 2.6 [95% CI 1.5–4.3]), history of CAD, MI, CHF, and/or
valvular disease (OR 1.6 [95% CI 0.9–2.6]), revision surgery (OR 2.2 [95% CI 1.2–3.9]),
and bilateral surgery (OR 3.5 [95% CI 1.5–8.0]) were independent predictors of
postoperative cardiac complications. In analyses that included preoperative use of betablockers instead of the history of cardiac-related conditions, the ORs for the other factors in
the model were similar. None changed by more than 15%, and the beta-blocker OR was 2.1
(95% CI 1.3–3.4).

DISCUSSION
The results of this study confirm that several traditional risk factors for cardiac
complications of noncardiac surgery also apply to the population of patients undergoing
total joint arthroplasty. The study also identifies new surgical predictors of increased cardiac
risk, specifically, revision surgery and bilateral surgery. Age has been traditionally identified
as a risk factor; thus, we matched for age in broad categories (<50, 50–69, 70–79, ≥80
Arthritis Rheum. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 January 11.
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years). Nevertheless, age emerged as a risk factor in the model, reflecting an effect of age
even within these age brackets. We include age in our models to ensure that the estimates of
effects of other variables were age-adjusted. Moreover, a history of cardiac-related
conditions, including arrhythmia, CAD, MI, CHF, or valvular disease, was associated with a
significantly increased risk of adverse cardiovascular events postoperatively.
These findings are consistent with those of previous studies. In an aging population that
remains active and functional, more elderly patients are undergoing TJR surgery. Most
studies have shown that the risk of cardiac complications increases for persons over the age
of 70 years (2–5,10). Previous studies have demonstrated that CAD, especially during the
first 6 months after an MI, physical signs of CHF, or objective findings of left ventricular
dysfunction identify patients with increased postoperative cardiovascular risk (2–6). This
study found that as a group, patients with a history of either MI at any time, CHF, CAD, or
valvular heart disease are at ~1.5 times excess risk of experiencing cardiac complications.
Patients with a history of arrhythmia are also at higher risk. We emphasize that, in general,
orthopedic surgery appears to be of lower risk than other types of surgery, such as
abdominal and vascular surgery (6).
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In this study, the use of beta-blockers predicted an increased risk of cardiac complications,
because all patients who were taking beta-blockers had underlying cardiovascular disease
(CAD, MI, CHF, valvular disease, or arrhythmia). The use of beta-blockers can essentially
be substituted for a history of CAD, MI, CHF, or valvular disease. Beta-blocker therapy has
traditionally been shown to decrease the cardiovascular risk associated with noncardiac
surgery (17–19).
A key new finding from this study is that patients who undergo revision or bilateral joint
replacement surgery are at significantly higher increased risk than patients who undergo
unilateral, primary procedures. Revision joint replacement and bilateral surgery are much
more prolonged operations than primary unilateral joint replacement. These findings suggest
an increased risk with more prolonged surgery.
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This study is limited by its medical record–based design, which precludes evaluation of risk
factors that were not captured in the medical records. For example, while preoperative
functional status and mental health status might plausibly be related to cardiac
complications, these variables were not captured routinely and therefore could not be
evaluated. The major strength of the study is the large sample size of patients undergoing
elective total hip and total knee replacement surgeries at the institution. In particular, the
volume of revision and bilateral procedures enabled us to identify the increased risk
associated with revision and bilateral surgery. We did not present data on operative
variables, such as time of procedure or tourniquet time (for total knee replacements),
because these data were missing for a number of the patients and because the goal of the
analysis was to examine variables that could be ascertained preoperatively.
In summary, this case–control study confirmed the traditional factors that lead to increased
cardiovascular complications of TJR surgery. These risk factors include age, underlying
heart disease, and a history of arrhythmia (or, as a substitute for history of heart disease or
arrhythmia, a history of beta-blocker use). This study identified a new high-risk group,
namely, patients undergoing revision or bilateral TJR surgery. These patients will incur a 2–
3.5-fold increased risk as compared with a group of matched control patients. Clinicians can
use this information to better estimate the risk of cardiovascular complications following
TJR surgery and, ultimately, to prevent and better manage these complications.
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Figure 1.

Flowchart showing the identification of 209 cases of cardiac complications following total
joint replacement (TJR) surgery, as well as 209 controls without cardiac complications
following TJR surgery who were matched with the cases for age at surgery, surgeon, and
year of surgery. TJRs (primary or revision surgery; hip or knee replacement) were
performed between November 1, 2001 and March 31, 2004.
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Crude and adjusted ORs for the association between potential risk factors and cardiac complications of total
joint replacement*
Factor
Age >75 years

No. (%) of cases
(n = 209)

No. (%) of controls
(n = 209)

Crude OR
(95% CI)

Adjusted OR
(95% CI)

88 (42)

72 (34)

1.9 (1.1–3.5)

1.7 (0.9–3.4)

100 (48)

88 (42)

1.3 (0.9–2.1)

–

Body mass index >30

67 (34)

70 (36)

0.9 (0.6–1.4)

–

History of arrhythmia

70 (33)

31 (15)

2.6 (1.6–4.2)

2.6 (1.5–4.3)

Abnormal rhythm on preoperative EKG

35 (18)

17 (9)

2.3 (1.2–4.3)

–

History of CAD, MI, CHF, and/or valvular disease

71 (34)

39 (19)

2.2 (1.4–3.4)

1.6 (0.9–2.6)

Male

Hypertension
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127 (61)

115 (55)

1.3 (0.9–1.9)

–

Diabetes

21 (11)

20 (10)

1.1 (0.6–2.0)

–

Use of COX-2 inhibitor

51 (26)

46 (23)

1.1 (0.7–1.8)

–

Use of traditional NSAIDs

45 (23)

53 (26)

0.9 (0.6–1.4)

–

Revision surgery

55 (26)

28 (13)

2.2 (1.3–3.7)

2.2 (1.2–3.9)

Bilateral joint replacements

32 (15)

13 (6)

3.1 (1.6–6.6)

3.5 (1.5–8.0)

182 (89)

186 (91)

0.8 (0.4–1.6)

–

General anesthesia
*

ORs = odds ratios; 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; EKG = electrocardiogram; CAD = coronary artery disease; MI = myocardial infarction;
CHF = congestive heart failure; COX-2 = cyclooxygenase 2; NSAIDs = nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs.
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